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With the LWP (Library for WWW in Perl) suite of modules, your programs can download and extract information from the Web.  Written by a contributor to LWP, and with a foreword by one of LWP's creators, Perl & LWP is the authoritative guide to using this powerful and popular toolkit.You'll learn how to navigate the Web with LWP, fetching web pages, submitting forms, managing cookies, and accessing authenticated web sites.  The book also demonstrates using three different techniques, regular expressions, tokens, and tress, to extract information from HTML.  The many detailed case studies show you how to apply this knowledge to real world situations, from downloading news stories to e-commerce. Perl & LWP is a must have for Perl programmers who want to automate and mine the Web.    

About the Author
   

Burke is an active member of the Perl community.  Trained as a linguist, he also develops tools for software internationalization and native language preservation.
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Peace-Building by, between, and beyond Muslims and Evangelical ChristiansLexington Books, 2009
When Evangelical Christian and Muslim scholars meet to dialogue, to explore the interface between their perspectives, and to deepen the shared understandings, common resources, and relationships, they discover that they have much to talk about.

There is much that is shared in common. Both take their Scriptures seriously. Both care deeply...
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Orbital Mechanics for Engineering Students, Third Edition (Aerospace Engineering)Butterworth-Heinemann, 2013

	Written by Howard Curtis, Professor of Aerospace Engineering at Embry-Riddle University, Orbital Mechanics for Engineering Students is a crucial text for students of aerospace engineering. Now in its 3e, the book has been brought up-to-date with new topics, key terms, homework exercises, and fully worked examples. Highly illustrated...
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Photoshop CS4 After the ShootJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
If you’re a photographer on the go and want the ability to edit your photos wherever the shoot takes you, then this book is for you. Whether you’re on location, in a coffee shop, on vacation, or on a business trip, you’ll find everything you need in this 6" x 9" guide that fits easily into your camera bag or laptop case....
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Access Database Design & Programming (3rd Edition)O'Reilly, 2002

	From an Access standpoint, this book is chock full of goodies. From the point of view of a ColdFusion developer, I would say this much: if forced to choose between this book and the previous, the Cookbook, I would probably go Cookbook. But, as I mentioned in the previous review, if you work with both Access on the desktop and on the web,...
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OpenGL 4 Shading Language Cookbook: Build high-quality, real-time 3D graphics with OpenGL 4.6, GLSL 4.6 and C++17, 3rd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Over 70 recipes that cover advanced techniques for 3D programming such as lighting, shading, textures, particle systems, and image processing with OpenGL 4.6

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore techniques for implementing shadows using shadow maps and shadow volumes
	
			Learn to use GLSL...
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Carbon Dioxide and Organometallics (Topics in Organometallic Chemistry)Springer, 2015

	The series Topics in Organometallic Chemistry presents critical overviews of research results in organometallic chemistry. As our understanding of organometallic structure, properties and mechanisms increases, new ways are opened for the design of organometallic compounds and reactions tailored to the needs of such diverse areas as organic...
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